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Billing and collections

How to keep the cash 
coming in 

technology

“Meaningful use” can safeguard big money for your practice
Have you been participating in Medicare’s or 
Medicaid’s electronic health records incentive 
program? If not, you are leaving money on the 
table—or in the government’s bank. Incentive 
payments still available could total up to $24,000. 
But that’s not all you’re missing by not achieving 
meaningful use of certified electronic health records 
(EHR) technology (CEHRT).
“Starting in 2015, if you participate in Medicare 
you face the possibility of having your Medicare 
payments reduced with a negative payment 
adjustment if you are not making meaningful use 
of certified EHR technology,” warns Washington, 
D.C. health care attorney at Alston & Bird, 
Paula stannard, a former HHS deputy general 
counsel and acting general counsel. That negative 
payment adjustment starts at 1% and can increase 

if you continue to fail to demonstrate meaningful 
use. We’ll tell you what you need to do and the 
deadlines you need to meet to avoid that reduction.

What is meaningful use?
Meaningful use is fairly self explanatory. The 
program encourages meaningful use of electronic 
health records to improve patient care. The 
incentive program sets criteria for meaningful use 
of CEHRT that must be met to receive the incentive 
payment. There are three stages to the incentive 
program over the course of several years, each 
stage building on the prior stage. Stage 2 began 
this year (except for professionals just entering 
the program this year, who would start at Stage 1). 
Stage 3 is scheduled to begin in 2016.

™medical office manager

When the office is busy but the cash flow is slow 
and the work isn’t translating into net income 
for the physicians, look first to the billing and 
collections work.
Almost always, that’s where the failing lies. To keep 
the cash flowing, the office has to keep constant tabs 
on those two operations. Yet most offices don’t. They 
just wait until they run out of cash. Here is how to 
stay in control of both the billing and collections for 
the best revenue outcome.

The billing starts with the fees
With the billing, what the office needs to follow 
most closely is the fee schedule. It’s there that most 
practices lose money, mainly because they don’t 
update their fees often enough. Some go several 

(continues on page 3)

(continues on page 10)
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Illinois manager develops unique staff 
review system that does it all
An Illinois manager has developed a review system that, besides 
determining raises, increases communication throughout the office 
and also promotes teamwork.
The manager terms it a 360-degree evaluation, because everybody 
reviews everybody – she and the doctors review the staff, and 
the staff turn around and review them plus their peers plus 
themselves. And to keep the communication and teamwork open, 
the reviewing is repeated every six months. It all begins with a 
staff self-appraisal, which the manager calls the most important 
part because it holds staff accountable for their performance. They 
write answers to these questions:

 j Has this period been good/bad/satisfactory or otherwise for 
you? why?

 j What was your most important achievement?
 j What do you like and dislike about working here?
 j What elements of your job are most difficult?
 j What elements interest you most? least?
 j How could you improve your performance?
 j What training would benefit you?

Staff also rate how well they met their goals during the past six 
months and then propose new goals for the next period. Following 
that, staff rate themselves in judgment, steadiness under pressure, 
integrity, job knowledge, meeting deadlines, attitude, teamwork, 
time management, and personal appearance.

Next, a peer appraisal
Next is the peer rating section, and here staff answer only two 
questions:

 j Do you feel your co-workers work together as a team? why or 
why not?

 j How do you think your co-workers would describe you?
To ensure candor, there’s a note saying the answers will not affect 
promotions or raises but will be used solely to improve job skills and 
the work environment. The peer evaluations have given staff a sense 
of cohesiveness, the manager says. In the past, “they didn’t seem to 
like each other very much,” but they have since become helpful to one 
another, and criticism has moved from nitpicky to constructive.

Now for the management
The third section is the appraisal of the physician management, 
and staff answer these questions:

(continues on page 12)



Physicians practicing at 
multiple locations
If a physician practices in more than one location, he or she must have 
50% of their patient encounters occur at a place with certified EHR 
technology in order to meet the threshold requirement to qualify for the 
incentive program. The professional then calculates their meaningful 
use data only with patient encounters at locations with a certified EHR. 

A patient encounter is a visit in which medical treatment or evaluation 
and management service is provided, except in a hospital outpatient 
department or ER. For more information see CMS’s “Guide for Eligible 
Professionals Practicing in Multiple Locations.”
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Stage 1 focused on collecting data in a standardized 
format and using it to track clinical conditions and 
share that information to coordinate care.
Stage 2 focuses on meaningful use of data and 
encourages use of IT for continuous quality 
improvement and sharing information.
Stage 3 will focus on improving quality, patient 
access and sharing information through health 
information exchange.

Who must participate?
Eligible professionals who can participate in 
the Medicare incentive program, and who risk 
payment reductions starting in 2015 if they are not 
meaningful EHR users, include:

 j doctors of medicine, osteopathy, dental surgery 
or dental medicine,

 j podiatrists, 
 j optometrists, and 
 j chiropractors.

Hospitals must also participate but we’ll focus on 
just physicians for purposes of this article. 
In group practices, each individual doctor may qualify 
but can only get one incentive payment regardless 
of whether he practices in multiple locations or 
groups. To check if you are eligible, see http://www.
cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/
EHRIncentivePrograms/eligibility.html#BOOKMARK1

Who doesn’t have to participate?
Hospital-based professionals and other providers not 
included in the Medicare list of eligible professionals 
aren’t obligated to participate in meaningful use of 
CEHRT. Hospital based professionals are those who 
perform 90% or more of their services in a hospital 
inpatient setting or emergency room (Place of 
Service codes 21 and 23, respectively).
Even eligible professionals may not have to 
participate in the incentive program or be 
meaningful EHR users by the 2014 deadlines if 
they qualify for a hardship exception. The hardship 
exception applies to the following situations:
1. Professional lacks internet access or has other 

barriers to getting IT infrastructure (such as 
lack of broadband access). 

2. Newly practicing professionals. 
3. Unforeseen circumstances such as natural disaster 

(but these are subject to case-by-case review).

4. Professional has limited ability to interact with 
patients, or practices at multiple locations with 
a lack of control over availability of CEHRT at 
practice locations where the professional has 
50% or more of his patient encounters. 

5. The professional’s EHR vendor is unable to 
get 2014 certification or certification delays 
rendered the professional unable to implement 
meaningful use. 

For more information see CMS’s Payment 
Adjustments & Hardship Exceptions” Guide and 
its Payment Adjustments & Hardship Exceptions 
Tipsheet for Eligible Professionals” (March 2014).

What are the deadlines?
The year 2014 is the last chance for eligible 
professionals not only to register for an incentive 
payment but also to avoid any negative adjustment to 
their future Medicare payments for services. Eligible 
professionals must continue to be meaningful EHR 
users every year to avoid negative Medicare payment 
adjustments in subsequent years, says Stannard. A 
professional who fails to demonstrate meaningful use 
in one year (and is accordingly subject to a negative 
adjustment in a subsequent year) could thereafter 
become a meaningful user and avoid future negative 
payment adjustments, she adds.
July 1, 2014 is the hardship exception deadline 
for Medicare eligible professionals. If you aren’t 
eligible for the hardship exception, this is also the 
last date to begin your 90 day period for which you 
must demonstrate and attest to meaningful use if 
you are a new participant in the incentive program. 
If you don’t start demonstrating meaningful 
use by this date, you will not be able to attest to 
meaningful use for 90 days in 2014 in time to avoid 
the payment adjustment beginning in 2015. 

(Meaningful use, continued from page 1)

http://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/eligibility.html%23BOOKMARK1
http://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/eligibility.html%23BOOKMARK1
http://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/eligibility.html%23BOOKMARK1


Medicaid incentive payments
Certain professionals can alternatively pursue meaningful use incentive 
payments from the Medicaid program, which is run by the state Medicaid 
agencies. Eligible professionals for Medicaid include doctors of medicine 
and osteopathy, nurse practitioners, certified nurse-midwives, dentists 
and physician assistants in a federally qualified health center or rural 
health clinic led by a physician assistant. Some states allow optometrists 
to participate. The professional must have 30% Medicaid patient volume 
(20% Medicaid volume for a pediatrician) or predominantly practice 
in a federally qualified health center or rural health clinic and have a 
minimum of 30% patient volume of needy individuals.

“If you elect to participate in the Medicaid meaningful use incentive 
program because of the population you serve, the requirements are 
a bit easier,” notes Stannard. In the Medicaid program, providers can 
receive an incentive in the first year for adopting and implementing 
EHR technology or upgrading their existing technology. In the second 
and following years, meaningful use must be demonstrated. Failure to 
demonstrate meaningful use in the Medicaid program does not trigger 
a payment adjustment, however. The payment adjustments beginning 
in 2015 only apply for the Medicare program payments.
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october 1, 2014 is the last day for newly participating 
eligible professionals to submit their attestation for 
their 90-day reporting period for the 2014 reporting 
year to avoid the payment adjustment. 
december 31, 2014 is the end of the 2014 calendar 
year reporting period for eligible professionals. 
in 2015, Medicare payment adjustments will 
start for all eligible professionals who have not 
demonstrated meaningful use and who didn’t 
qualify for the hardship exception. 
February 28, 2015 is the latest date for eligible 
professionals to report 2014 data if they already 
previously reported for 2013.

Get started now if you aren’t already a 
meaningful user
“It’s daunting to know where to start,” acknowledges 
Stannard. But it can be done. The first steps are 
assessing the practice readiness and the practice 
needs, she says. “It’s a progression in terms of the 
requirements and someone starting this year has 
some more leeway than someone who has been 
participating for a couple of years,” says Stannard.
First, get provider buy-in: As the office manager, 
“you need to convince the medical providers that 
this is something that will actually help them with 
their practice. The first hurdle is getting that buy-
in,” says Stannard. “It’s a lot easier to make the 
jump from having EHR to making meaningful use 
if you persuade physicians and nurses that this will 
be helpful and not harm the practice,” she explains. 
Why might the office manager encounter resistance or 
lack of buy-in from the clinical staff? “It’s a change in 
the way they have been doing things for a very long 
time,” explains Stannard. “Human nature is resistant 
to change,” she says. “They may also fear it is taking 
away from patient interaction,” adds Stannard. 
So, emphasize the benefits of electronic records. 
“The whole goal of EHRs is to make sure health 
care providers have the information they need at the 
point of care to properly treat their patients,” says 
Stannard, “and a properly implemented EHR should 
provide that information and enhance patient care.” 
The Office of the National Coordinator has resources 
that can help get you started on implementing your 
practice’s EHR and meaningful use and includes 
success stories that can convince providers of the 
benefits, recommends Stannard.

Get certified EHR technology: In order to participate 
in the incentive programs and avoid payment 
adjustments, you need a certified EHR system. CMS 
says the system must store data in a “structured 
format” which allows it to be easily used, accessed and 
transferred. The Office of the National Coordinator 
for Health Information (ONC) created standards 
for certification of EHR technology. Certification 
ensures your system has the necessary functions, 
security, capability and compatibility with other 
systems to satisfy the meaningful use requirements.
If you are just getting started and you don’t have 
a certified EHR, get an IT vendor to help you 
determine, based on your practice, what the best 
EHR solution will be for your practice, advises 
Stannard. “Depending on the size and focus of your 
practice, the best solution for your practice may be 
different than for another practice,” she explains. 
You can also seek help or advice from your 
trade association, and the Office of the National 
Coordinator has some regional based programs to 
offer assistance to providers, says Stannard. 
Finally, you need to check ONC’s website to be 
sure your system has the right certification: http://
healthit.hhs.gov/chpl. If you register for meaningful 
use or go to submit your attestation, you’ll need a 
certification ID, which is a unique number you get 
from the ONC website. Note that it is not the same 
number that your vendor gets issued. 

http://healthit.hhs.gov/chpl
http://healthit.hhs.gov/chpl


CQM reporting and HIPAA
One reader questioned whether reporting CQMs using the Physician 
Quality Reporting System and reporting patient level data in the 
Quality Reporting Data Architecture (QRDA) format would require 
sending protected health information to CMS in violation of the 
HIPAA Privacy Rule. The QRDA format does require some identifying 
information. However, Stannard doesn’t believe such reporting of 
CQMs that include PHI would be a violation of the Privacy Rule. She 
indicates it is likely that such reporting would fall under the Privacy 
Rule’s permission in 45 CFR § 164.512(d) for disclosures of PHI to 
health oversight agencies. Here are some facts Stannard highlights 
in support of this conclusion:

1. The Privacy Rule permits a covered entity to disclose PHI to a 
“health oversight agency” for “oversight activities authorized by 
law.” 45 CFR § 164.512(d)(1).

2. “Oversight activities” include audits, investigations, inspections, 
disciplinary action, court or administrative proceedings and 
other activities needed to oversee entities participating in 
regulated programs for which health information is necessary to 
verify compliance with program standards. 45 CFR § 164.512(d)
(1) &(d)(1)(iii). The requirement of submitting CQMs to CMS as 
part of the demonstration of meaningful use in the Medicare 
meaningful use incentive program would fit the definition of 
“oversight activities authorized by law.”

3. CMS, which administers the Medicare meaningful use incentive 
program, is clearly a health oversight agency. The Privacy Rule 
defines a health oversight agency to include entities “authorized 
by law to oversee the health care system (whether public or 
private) or government programs in which health information 
is necessary to determine eligibility or compliance, or to enforce 
civil rights laws for which health information is relevant.” 45 CFR 
§ 164.501.

She notes that the HHS Office of the National Coordinator for 
Health IT (ONC) issued an FAQ in December 2013 stating that ONC 
Authorized Certification Bodies (ONC-ACBs) are health oversight 
agencies and, thus, that covered health care providers are permitted 
under the Privacy Rule to allow ONC-ACBs to conduct “in the field” 
surveillance on an EHR technology previously certified by the 
ONC-ACB where PHI may be accessible to the ONC-ACB during the 
surveillance. See #45 Question [12-13-045-1] http://www.healthit.
gov/policy-researchers-implementers/45-question-12-13-045.

So, providers have some grounds to believe they are not violating 
HIPAA regulations by complying with meaningful use requirements 
for reporting.  
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If your EHR technology is certified, achieve 
meaningful use: If you already have a certified EHR 
system, but aren’t yet participating in a meaningful 
use program, educate yourself about what your 
practice will need to do to show meaningful use, 
instructs Stannard. Each stage of meaningful use 
has its own objectives and measures that must be 
satisfied. Review CMS’s Meaningful Use website 
for the objectives and measures applicable to the 
appropriate stage for your practice.

Report Clinical Quality Measures (CQMs)
Professionals must also report clinical quality 
measures (CQMs). In 2014, all professionals 
regardless of the stage of meaningful use must 
report 2014 CQMs in the Stage 2 rule, which for 
physicians includes 9 measures. The CQMs help 
measure and track issues such as outcomes, clinical 
processes, safety, coordination of care, efficient 
resource use and other aspects of healthcare 
services to monitor quality of care. Eligible 
professionals are required to gather data regarding 
CQM using their CEHRT and report that data. (See 
sidebar discussion of CQM Reporting and HIPAA).
Also new for 2014 is a requirement that quality measures 
cover at least 3 of the 6 priority areas that HHS has 
labeled National Quality Strategy (NQS) domains.
The 6 NQS domains are:
1. Patient and Family Engagement
2. Patient Safety
3. Care Coordination
4. Population/Public Health
5. Efficient Use of Healthcare Resources
6. Clinical Process/Effectiveness

See CQM page http://www.cms.gov/Regulations-
and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/
ClinicalQualityMeasures.html

Be prepared for audits
Eligible professionals receiving an incentive 
payment are subject to audits. So keep all 
documentation (whether paper or electronic) related 
to your attestation of meaningful use and clinical 
quality measures for six years after the attestation. 
Professionals can be audited both pre- and post-
payment. Fraudulent attestations are subject to 
imprisonment and/or fines. See CMS’s guide “EHR 
Incentive Programs Supporting Documentation for 
Audits” (February 2013). 

QUICK LINK: 1900 
Enter this code at medicalofficemgr.com to find links to further 
resources about certified electronic health records and meaningful use.

http://www.healthit.gov/policy-researchers-implementers/45-question-12-13-045
http://www.healthit.gov/policy-researchers-implementers/45-question-12-13-045
http://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/ClinicalQualityMeasures.html
http://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/ClinicalQualityMeasures.html
http://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/ClinicalQualityMeasures.html
http://www.medicalofficemgr.com
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HIRInG and fIRInG
10 interview questions that 
reveal the true personality of 
every job applicant
Interviewing job candidates is perhaps the most 
serious responsibility of management. A bad hire is 
a full-time disaster, because the doctors, the staff, 
and the manager spend more time with that person 
than they do with their own families.
Interviewing is an artificial situation and managers 
get tricked by it. Everybody can have a pat answer 
to the standard questions of “what did you like the 
most and the least about your last job?” and “what 
do you want to be doing five years from now?”
Here are 10 questions to learn more about your 
job interviewees. A candidate can’t see through 
them. And the result is that the manager gets a 
true picture of every applicant’s personality and 
abilities.
Don’t look for any black and white answers to the 
questions. Rather, evaluate the whole picture the 
answers produce. When the overall view someone 
presents is positive, that is a candidate to call back 
for a second interview. Here are the questions:

Your experience please
1. Tell me about your past experience in the 
medical field, both good and bad.
The purpose is to find out if the candidate can 
handle both the good and the bad of a job and still 
enjoy it. Someone who emphasizes the positive side 
of a previous job will be positive about the new job. 
Conversely, someone who whines and complains 
about a previous job will probably have trouble. 
An acceptable answer might be “it gave me good 
experience to go on to the next job” or “I didn’t 
like working at a hospital but I wanted to work with 
physicians.”
An unacceptable answer is a flat negative remark such 
as “I couldn’t stand working in the nursing home.”

Your patients and your doctor
2. Tell me about a situation in which you were able 
to help a patient. How did you interact with that 
patient?
The focus of the answer should be how the patient 
benefited. Beware of an answer that comes across 
as “I did this wonderful deed.” A medical office 

needs a staffer who wants to help the patients, not 
someone who will be telling the doctors what a 
great person he or she is.
3. How did you interact with the physician at your 
last job? Tell me about your experience. What 
were your hours and tasks? How did you and the 
physician work as a team?
Whether the candidate got along with the doctor 
or not, the answer should show that the individual 
made a continuous effort to make things better for 
the patient. If the interaction was poor, look for two 
additional points.
First, what is the attitude toward the doctor as 
employer?
Regardless of how bad the situation may have 
been, the candidate should show recognition of the 
fact that the doctor owns the business and as such 
deserves respect from an employee.
And second, what is the person’s long-term 
attitude?
Someone who stays in an unpleasant job a long 
time could be a chronic complainer. Conversely, if 
the stay was short, look at how long the other jobs 
lasted. That person might not be able to get along 
with anybody.

What contributions did you make?
4. How did you personally make a difference to the 
office?
The candidate should be proud of some 
contribution, such as “the accounts receivable were 
better when I left” or “we outgrew those offices and 
I helped move us to another building” or “I was 
head of our OSHA compliance and I got all our 
forms in order.”
Every employee should be able to say “I made a 
difference because I did this.” Anyone should be 
able to show worth.

Your likes and dislikes
5. What types of people annoy you most?
Expect to hear references to parents. Many people 
say, for example, “I didn’t like that doctor because 
he was too strong-willed, just like my dad.” But 
whatever the reference may be, compare that 
profile to the people who work in the office. If what 
someone hated most is what the office is offering, 
the candidate won’t be satisfied working there.
When people say something bothers them, it 



Quick survey
How to find out what your staff really thinks of you
What do staff think of their manager? All managers have blind spots, or 
places where, unbeknownst to themselves, their employees view them 
negatively. For that reason, a staff survey is a good idea.

But a manager should survey in person, not on paper. People will say 
a lot more than they will write. All that’s needed are two questions:

1. Tell me something I’m doing well that is working and that I should 
continue to do.

Limit it to one thing. “Tell me what I’m doing well” is too broad.

2. Tell me one thing I could do that would make me more effective.

That asks “what can I do in the future?” as opposed to “what is my 
greatest weakness?” Staff are not going to be honest about telling 
the manager what the weaknesses are, but they will recommend 
something to do in the future.
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usually does. If the interviewee doesn’t like fussy 
and uptight people and the doctor is particular 
about records order and arrangement of work 
stations, expect conflict.
The answer can also reveal positive traits. If the 
interviewee doesn’t like people who slough off 
work, that’s a clue the candidate isn’t like that.
6. Describe the best boss you ever had.
The answer shows what the individual expects a 
good working environment to be. More specifically, 
it shows what type of management that person is 
hoping to find in the new job. And the question then 
is whether the office can fulfill those expectations.
Beyond that, listen for an answer that shows the 
person appreciates quality work. A good response is 
“the doctor was always on time for the patients” or 
“she was understanding about the amount of time it 
took to get work done.”
7. Describe the worst boss you ever had.
Beware of someone who takes that question as an 
opportunity to rip the former boss apart.
A tirade about the doctor’s personality says the 
staffer is judgmental. A soap opera about the 
doctor’s romances is an indication the person is a 
gossip and in most offices a significant amount of 
the stress comes from gossip.
The response should focus on the fact that the boss 
hampered the ability to produce good work or 
adversely affected patient care, such as “the doctor 
made it difficult for us to keep the patients happy.”

About your tough times
8. What was the most difficult thing for you to learn 
at your last job?
This question illustrates the level of competence. If 
the difficulty was something simple or routine for a 
medical office, the new job may be too difficult for 
that person. 
The question also shows whether the candidate 
can handle the office’s workload. If the answer 
is “I couldn’t keep up with the large number of 
patients each day” and your office’s pace is equally 
strenuous, the staffer won’t last long.
A good answer is one that shows the candidate 
worked through some difficulty and still tried to do 
a good job, perhaps “we had a lot of new technology 
come in all at once, and I had a hard time learning it 
all and still giving quality care to the patients.”

It is also acceptable if the candidate cites a 
legitimate problem such as changing to new codes 
or bringing in a new physician or adapting to a new 
payer – as long as that person worked through it.

Your people skills and talents
9. How would you handle a call from an irate patient?
Obviously, the answer should be that the candidate 
would respond with kindness and understanding. 
An answer you do not want to hear is “when I can’t 
handle it, I give it to the doctor.”
In a medical office, staffers have to hear patients 
through and take steps to solve their problems. 
Thus, the candidate should say that the call should 
be handled with empathy and cite some pleasant 
way to resolve the matter.
10. Do you have any special talents that were never 
recognized in your previous job?
If the candidate doesn’t understand that question, be 
alarmed. If the candidate says “no,” be even more 
alarmed. Anyone looking for a new job should be 
looking for growth and should believe he or she has 
more to offer than the previous job required. Someone 
on the way up will mention potential goals such as “I 
went to a seminar and learned X, but they did not let 
me put that into practice” or “I speak two languages 
but I have never had a chance to use the second one.” 
Perhaps the candidate studied journalism in college 
and always wanted to write an in-house newsletter, 
but the previous practice did not want one. Look for 
an indication that the person wanted to do more and 
wanted to help office operations.  



THIS STORY WILL HELP YOU
Deliver progressive discipline to employees up to and including termination.

Contrary to a common misconception, progressive discipline 
is not a punishment. It is not a system whereby managers 
apply negative sanctions with the hope that those sanctions 
will result in some positive effect on the worker’s conduct.

Negative sanctions on their own can bring about 
unpredictable results. They may have an effect opposite to 
the one intended and can contribute to increasing tensions 
in the employer-employee relationship.

Progressive discipline should assist employees in 
understanding that there is some unsuitable conduct and 
provide them with the means to address the concern. Using 
this approach, discipline focuses on what the employee 
must learn in order to bring his/her behavior in line with the 
needs and expectations of the organization.

There’s no point in having any policies, procedures, 
and standards unless you’re prepared to discipline 
employees who disobey them. The problem is that 
discipline is not only unpleasant but likely to result 
in some form of legal grievance, especially if the 
employee belongs to a union. That means you’ll 
end up having to defend your action before an 
arbitrator or court. 
Luckily, there’s a technique you can use to make 
punishments stick if they’re challenged later on. 
Better yet, this technique can help you straighten 
out wayward employees and avoid showdowns. 
The technique is called progressive discipline and 
it involves imposing a series of gradually sterner 
punishments. It usually starts with warnings for a 
first offense, mounts to suspensions and ultimately 
dismissal. At each stage you confront the employee, 
explain what he did wrong, impose the appropriate 
punishment and warn him to clean up his act. 
You must establish a written policy or procedure 
giving you the right to use progressive discipline. 
This Model Policy is a fairly generic version, 
which allows for warnings, followed by suspension 
and ultimately termination. But you’ll need to 
modify the Model Policy to reflect your own 
progressive discipline procedures and the terms of 
discipline provisions contained in any applicable 
collective bargaining agreements (if your 
employees are in a union).
A progressive discipline policy, plus documentation 
showing the manager has followed it, is proof that 
the office has given the employee every chance to 
succeed. It’s a solid defense against any claim of 
discrimination or wrongful termination.
The manager can demonstrate that the employee 
had a track record of past infractions and that the 
discipline or firing was warranted.
A progressive policy needs to cover two parts.
One is the verbal warning. That’s given when the 
manager first learns of the inappropriate behavior.
Keep the warning informal. Document what’s said, 
but don’t ask the staffer to sign anything. Do that 

and the staffer goes immediately on the defensive.
Word the warning so as to help the staffer succeed. 
If the issue is tardiness, for example, phrase it 
as “You’ve been 10 minutes late three days this 
week. I need you to start work on time. I want you 
to succeed here, and to do that, you need to get to 
work on time every day.”
There’s no effort to push that person out the door. 
The manager has simply told the staffer that 
improvement is necessary.
That shows a genuine effort to help the staffer do 
well at the office, and people appreciate it. They’re 
getting a chance.
And legal issues aside, the office’s profit depends 
on all the employees doing their jobs well.
The second part of the policy is the written 
warning, and that’s given when the staffer hasn’t 
made the improvements outlined earlier.
The written warning has to be clear so the staffer 
understands what’s happening, why, and the 
consequences of not improving.
Tell exactly what the problem is, give the dates 
of the infractions, tell what the staffer has to do 
to correct the performance, and explain that if the 
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MODEL POLICY OF THE MONTH:                progressive discipline & employee termination policy



1. Statement of policy
Although ABC Medical Group is prepared to use discipline to 
enforce its Code of Conduct and organizational policies, procedures, 
and standards, management of ABC Medical Group will also, where 
circumstances permit, seek to apply discipline in a progressive 
manner that involves:

 j Notifying employees of their wrongdoing;
 j Providing employees a fair opportunity to correct their 

violations; and 
 j Imposing harsher discipline for repeat offenses up to and 

including termination when ABC Medical Group determines 
that progressive discipline has run its course and no longer 
offers a reasonable chance to redeem the employee.

2. Purpose of policy
ABC Medical Group has established this Progressive Discipline 
Policy to explain the organization will use progressive discipline to 
hold employees accountable and provide the basis for effective and 
fair enforcement of its Code of Conduct, policies, procedures, and 
standards.

3. Scope: serious offenses not subject to progressive discipline
This policy applies to employee offenses that can be corrected. 
ABC Medical Group reserves the right to impose more serious 
penalties up to and including immediate termination without 
following the sequence provided under this progressive discipline 
policy in response to offenses ABC Medical Group deems highly 
serious and permanently damaging to the employer-employee 
relationship, including but not limited to, acts of violence, theft, 
deliberate violations of patient privacy or trust, insolence and 
insubordination. Such serious offenses may result in immediate 

termination without warning or suspension even if they represent 
an employee’s first offense. 

4. Verbal warning 
Employees who commit a first offense will receive one verbal 
warning. Upon receiving a verbal warning, the employee will 
be given an explanation of the infraction and corrective action 
required, an opportunity to explain and notification that further 
offenses will result in more serious penalties. A note stating that the 
verbal warning was given listing the time, date and reason will be 
kept in the employee’s personnel file.

5. Written warning
Second offenses will result in a written warning which will be 
recorded on the ABC Medical Group disciplinary log. A copy of 
the warning will be sent to the employee, the ABC Medical Group 
human resources department and the union and kept in the 
employee’s personnel file.

6. Suspension 
Third offenses will result in suspension for a period considered 
appropriate under the circumstances. A copy of the suspension notice 
will be sent to the ABC Medical Group human resources department 
and the union and kept in the employee’s personnel file.

7. Termination
Fourth offenses will result in immediate termination. The supervisor 
responsible for the employee will be informed immediately and he/
she will remove the employee from the site. A copy of the termination 
notice will be sent to ABC Medical Group human resources 
department and the union. In addition, the employee shall be given 
an opportunity to contest the dismissal at a hearing to the extent 
required by an applicable collective bargaining agreement.  

ABC Medical Group

situation isn’t corrected, there will be more serious 
discipline, including termination.
Have the staffer sign the warning and put it in the 
personnel file.
After that, give more written warnings, suspension 
without pay, and even terminate the staffer. But 
document every step along the way.
All that shows the office didn’t jump the gun and 
fire somebody.
What’s more, if the staffer later files and claim and 
lies about what happened, the office can show a 
complete record of everything. It can also show that 

the employee “had a track record” of unacceptable 
performance.
Don’t outline the progressive discipline procedure 
in the handbook. Doing that boxes the office in.
Every situation is different. It might be appropriate 
to fire a poor performer for some infraction but use 
other discipline for an outstanding employee who 
does the same thing.
What more, with the progressive discipline spelled 
out, someone who is immediately terminated for 
cause could claim the office promised progressive 
discipline.
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years without even looking at the schedule. Yet the 
office has to be sure to keep its fees higher than its 
contractual amounts because payers pay the lesser 
of the two.

The hitch, of course, is that payers won’t reveal 
their schedules. But that’s easy enough to get 
past just by comparing the fee amount to the 
reimbursement. Wherever the office gets the full 
fee amount, assume that the contractual amount 
is higher and it’s time to raise the fee for that 
procedure.

Set up a regular EOB (explanation of benefits) 
payment check. It’s not necessary to check every 
EOB, just the ones for the office’s top procedures. 
Make a list of what each payer pays and set the fees 
higher than that.

A too-low payment is a permanent loss of revenue. 
The office can never get that money back.

It’s not uncommon to see tens of thousands of 
dollars lost to that one error. Even in the best-run 
offices, losses are rampant. Almost always, there is 
at least one procedure that is priced too low. While 
it’s all but impossible to get a payer’s complete 
payment schedule, it’s worth the effort to ask for 
the payment amounts for the top 20 codes.

A few more billable items to watch
Beyond the fee schedule, these are the items that 
most often cause cash problems.

 j not tracking the denials. The billing 
department needs to look at the reasons for 
denials and where possible, take steps to prevent 
recurrence. Sometimes the issue is inexcusable. 
At one client practice 61% of the denials were 
due to nothing more than incorrect patient 
demographic data collected at the front desk.

 j not auditing the codes. Incorrect codes 
are another common culprit, and the best 
safeguard is coding audits. They can be done 
in-house, and they don’t have to be elaborate. 
Just an annual sampling of 10 encounters for 
each physician is enough to identify the most 
significant gaps and mistakes. Coder training 
is a small expense compared to the amount of 
cash that can be lost or gained from the coding.

 j not auditing the bills. Incomplete billing such 
as failure to bill for secondary insurance causes 
further losses. Again, the solution is periodic 
audits, this time to make sure the billers are 
capturing all the charges.

 j Waylaid encounter forms. It’s easy for an 
encounter form to get pulled out perhaps because 
the patient needs to schedule a consult, and 
then it gets lost in the shuffle. It’s easy too for 
the difficult ones to end up in a drawer. Either 
account for all the numbers on the forms at the 
end of the day or reconcile them to the schedule 
to make sure there’s one for every patient.

The collections start with the rates
On the collection side, what needs tracking most 
is the collection rates. There are two of them to 
watch. First is the gross collection rate. That’s the 
percentage of charges the office is bringing in, or 
the receipts divided by the charges. For example, 
if Payer A pays $50 for a service and the office’s 
charge is $100, the gross rate is 50%.
That rate will vary by payer, so watch for trends 
by individual payer. If the rate starts to go up or 
down, something is going on. The payer may 
not be paying the full contractual amount or the 
office may not be collecting all it should or the fee 
schedule may need to be updated.
The second collection rate to track is the net 
collections, which is a good guide to see if the 
office is getting what it’s entitled to get. That’s 
the percentage of what the office expects to get, 
or what the payer actually pays divided by the 
contractual or adjusted charges. Suppose Payer A’s 
contractual amount is $50. If Payer A pays the full 
$50 as it should, the net collection rate is 100%.The 
net rate will bobble a bit depending on when the 
money gets paid and also how many claims have 
been filed during the previous contract period. Even 
so, it should stay very close to 100%. If it drops 
significantly, the payer is not paying what it should.

More collectable items to watch
Past tracking the gross and net rates, watch out for 
these collection foibles.

 j Ignoring the account aging. The office should 
set its own targets for aging – that no more than 
15% of the receivables can be in the 60-day 
range or whatever. Keep those targets in sight. 
If they slip, search out the reason.

(How to keep the cash coming in, continued from page 1)



Standing up for staff is also a morale builder—they will 
appreciate your standing up for them.
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Managing PeoPle
5 easy ways to boost staff 
morale
How can the manager improve morale? Here are 
five morale-boosters to try in your office:

1. Clinical education
One of the most effective morale builders is 
education in the clinical work the doctors do. In one 
practice, the doctors give staff regular instruction 
on the diagnoses they see and the procedures they 
perform.
In another office, the manager sets up sessions at 
the hospital for staff to learn about the procedures 
the doctors perform. Staff read and hear about the 
procedures in their daily work, but seeing how the 
procedures are done makes it easier for them to 
answer patient questions.
The trips are informal. The manager co-ordinates 
the event. The trips themselves are a bonus because 
they give staff time away from the office.

2. Personal interest
Another manager improves morale by keeping the 
doctors aware of any serious personal problems 
staff have and the milestones in their lives.
Doing so leads to better staff-physician interaction. 
Staff appreciate hearing the doctors mention 
birthdays or family events. They also appreciate the 
doctors recognizing the problems in their personal 
lives. In one instance, a doctor apologized to a 
staffer for having spoken sharply, saying, “I did not 
realize you had problem X going on.”

3. Speakers at meetings

Still another manager builds morale by bringing 
speakers to staff meetings. The topics aren’t focused 
on office operations but on topics useful to staffers’ 
personal lives, such as professional dress, women’s 
health, ways to maintain an upbeat attitude, and even 
table manners.

4. Hiring input

Some managers let staff participate in hiring 
decisions. They interview the final two or three 
job candidates and then give the manger their 
recommendations on which person to hire.

That gives staff a sense of participation in the office. 
In addition, it ensures that everybody gets along with 
the newcomer, because they choose the people they 
like and can work with. 

5. Sticking up for staff

Standing up for staff is also a morale builder. When 
a physician is short with a staffer or makes an unkind 
remark, it is the manager’s job to say something like: 
“You said such and such to Staffer A. You can’t treat 
staff that way without losing them.”

Your staff members will appreciate your standing up 
for them.  

 j Working for nothing. Make sure the revenues 
reflect the activity. When the money is slow, 
there should be some noticeable reduction 
in services such as one physician being on 
vacation. Similarly, if the office is busy or has 
added a new physician, there ought to be more 
money coming in.

 j Laying off the wrong people. When the cash 
flow drops to the point that the office has to 
make cutbacks, never make the cuts in the 
billing and collection staff. Reducing their 
numbers will only mean the office sees even 
less cash. In one client office, the manager 
pulled a collection person to cover for a front-

desk staffer who was on maternity leave. 
That move saved the expense of a hiring 
replacement, but the cash flow suffered.

 j Overusing the line of credit. Finally, use 
the line of credit only to cover a temporary 
cash flow issue. Don’t rely on it to finance 
the operational expenses. Dip into the credit 
regularly, and the interest starts to build until 
eventually the office isn’t able to pay it back. 
When an office has to use its line of credit 
constantly, take that as a sign that either the 
billing or the collection side of the practice has 
heavy failings.  
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 j Which describes our management: authoritarian 
(makes decisions with no employee input) or 
democratic (discusses problems with employees, 
makes decisions jointly)?

 j Which of those would be the ideal? why?
 j What is our management’s best characteristic?
 j If you were management, what would you do to 
improve the work environment?

That’s followed by questions about the individual 
doctor the staffer works for:

 j How can your doctor improve feedback 
(positive and negative) to you?

 j How can your doctor improve your overall 
performance?

 j Do you get the resources you need? If not, what 
do you need to excel?

 j Do you need more training in any area?
 j Do you feel your employment has an impact on 
the office? if not, why?

The staffer then scores the physician in areas such 
as judgment, integrity, adaptability, communication, 
and promoting employee development.
And then there’s the appraisal of the manager 
herself:

 j How can I improve your quality of life at work?
 j Do you have access to the resources within the 
office? If not, what do you need to excel?

 j Do I address concerns about you 
constructively?

 j If you were the manager, what would you do 
differently?

The staffer then scores the manager on judgment, 
integrity, and so on.

Here’s what we think about you
In the last section, the physician and the manager 
each give the staffer a numerical rating in a lot of 
areas: work ethic, ability to get along with others, 
seriousness about the job, organization, ability 
to work without supervision, attention to detail, 
work quality, punctuality, personal appearance, 
helpfulness, being a self-starter, willingness to accept 
responsibility, respect for others, problem solving, 
flexibility, and the ability to meet deadlines.
They also finalize the new objectives for the next 
six months. Those are usually things such as 
learning a new skill so the staffer can help out in 

another area. The manager adds that it’s essential 
to get the physicians’ remarks because physicians 
don’t always mention staff issues, which means 
a performance problem might otherwise not get 
addressed. What’s more, staff aren’t always aware 
that they need to improve. When they started 
comparing their self-ratings to those the physicians 
gave them, “they sort of woke up.”

A little light conversation
The manager goes over the completed appraisal 
with the staffer and in doing so follows a specific 
order. She starts out by telling the staffer whatever 
salary increase is due. That needs to go first, 
she says, or the staffer “will be thinking about 
that the whole time.” Next she goes over all the 
positives. Then she talks about the areas needing 
improvement – for the staffer, the office, and 
herself. Then comes a discussion of the new 
objectives. And that’s followed by a little casual 
conversation. Taking those few minutes at the 
wrap-up to talk about “how is it going?” goes a 
long way to building a constructive relationship.

How to clean up a messy back 
office fast
To maintain a professional operation, an office has 
to maintain a professional appearance throughout. 
People think if they work in a back area, they can 
be messy and have food and clutter on their desks, 
says the practice administrator for a four-physician, 
seven-staff surgical office in New York City. 
Wrong. The billing office needs to look as nice as 
the front desk even though patients never enter 
it. And one way she has achieved an all-around 
professional atmosphere is with shelving.
It’s easy to walk into a room and see clutter and 
think there’s nothing that can be done about it, she 
says. But there’s always wall space available. In her 
office, the walls have both open and closed shelves, 
depending on what’s being stored.
The open shelves are mostly for forms and items 
people reach for throughout the day. Each item 
is labeled on the shelf edge, and to keep things 
looking even neater, the labels aren’t handwritten 
but are printed with a labeler.
One of the most useful open shelves is over the 
copier, she says. It holds all the different types of 
paper right where they are needed so nobody has to 
disturb another staffer to reach them.

(Best of reader tips, continued from page 2)
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The closed shelves are found mostly at the front 
desk and in the exam rooms. They’re for the 
supplies and items that are less attractive to look at 
such as toner, rubber bands, and so on. And there’s 
order inside, because once again, the edges are 
labeled.
In the exam rooms, the items such as cotton-tipped 
swabs and bandage supplies that need to stay on 
the counters are kept in matching clear containers 
with lids, all of which periodically go into the 
dishwasher.
The closed shelving has also made it possible to 
combine the conference room and library, she 
notes. That room has open shelves for books 
and periodicals but closed cabinets for patient 
information, so even though the room is full of 
paper, it always has a clean appearance.
Shelving has even made it possible to turn a small 
storage room that was cluttered with file cabinets 
into work space. The office got rid of the file 
cabinets and put in shelves plus laminated desks 
on three walls like a horseshoe. The outcome was a 
huge work area, large enough to accommodate the 
two billers in an orderly space, the manager reports.

Short newsletter keeps 
multiple sites and doctors up 
to date
Because health care is synonymous with change, 
and because notice of every change doesn’t always 
get through to every person who needs to know 
about it, a Minnesota practice has set up a brief in-
house newsletter.
The pediatrics practice has six sites, and the 
newsletter is written for the site managers as well 
as for the providers. The little publication is a good 
way to get the necessary details wrapped up, says 
the clinic administrator.
It isn’t a book. It’s no longer than two pages with 
a banner across the top. But that’s enough to get 
out whatever information the recipients need to 
know about. There are all types of operational 
topics, most of them problem oriented, focusing 
on situations the administrator hears about or sees 
happening in the office.
Usually the articles are an explanation of “this is 
why we do that.” For example, when she heard 
more than one physician telling staff not to send 

certain accounts to collections, she wrote an article 
explaining the importance of collections and what 
happens when a patient does not pay the bill.
Every issue also carries something about coding. 
Coding education is always a work in progress, she 
notes.
There is also information on insurance 
requirements, general office procedures, and 
anything that has come into question. One article, 
for example, outlined how to terminate a patient 
relationship.
Staff who have expertise in specific areas often 
contribute items. In one issue, for example, the 
referral coordinator explained the procedure for 
handling referrals.
The newsletter does not follow a rigid schedule but 
goes out every two or three months or as needed.
Production is simple. The business office staff 
type it and send it out. It goes via e-mail because 
the office has banned paper memos. There’s no 
guarantee people will read an e-mail any more than 
they’ll read a paper memo, the administrator says, 
but with e-mail it’s for sure the information gets to 
their desks.

Large West Virginia office 
finds easier way to solve small 
problems
When managing two offices, eight physicians, and 
35 staff became a job of “constantly trying to put 
out a fire,” a West Virginia manager did what many 
managers do. She named supervisors – one for the 
clinical staff, one for front office and billing, one 
for lab, and one for the satellite office.
But along with that, she set up an easy way “to put 
a large number of people together” and still stay in 
touch with all the elements of her office’s operations.
It works like this: Staff take their “challenges, 
issues, complaints, concerns, and 
recommendations” to their supervisors. And to 
make sure they think through what they mention, 
all nonemergency items have to be emailed to the 
supervisors. Putting things in writing not only cuts 
down tremendously on the personal complaints, but 
also prompts staff to give ideas for solutions.
The supervisors solve “anything that needs 
immediate attention,” but everything else they save 
for a weekly meeting with the manager.



If your office has a system that helps 
operations run smoothly, Medical Office 
Manager would like to write about it. Contact 
the Editor at barb@plainlanguagemedia.com. 
We pay $100 for every idea we write about in 
this column.  
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The e-mailed concerns cover all aspects of 
operations. One, for example, was that the front 
desk was not updating patient phone numbers, 
which created a big problem when the office called 
for appointment reminders or rescheduling. The 
solution was a new form that patients now fill out at 
each visit.
Another was that items were not always flagged 
correctly in the computer, with the solution being 
a new flagging procedure. Still another was forged 
prescriptions for controlled substances, and the 
outcome was a policy that the office will not mail 
those prescriptions but patients must come in and 
pick them up.
Beyond the problems staff cite, the supervisors 
report on the things they have taken care of on 
their own, because those too often signal a need for 
change, the manager says. In one case, for example, 
a supervisor reported taking care of a double-
booked appointment slot, and the group decided to 
alter the scheduling process.
The last item on the agenda is recognitions. At that 
point, the group recognizes all staffers “who have 
gone above and beyond,” whether in outstanding 
work or patient service.
Minutes of the meeting go to all staff, with the last 
page showing the people who have been recognized 
and why. The outcome is that the office can stay 
on top of every little thing and is assured top 
efficiency.

NY manager gets more done 
with 15 minute one-on-one 
meetings
Offices with a limited number of staffers can follow 
the management lead of a New York medical office 
manager who has replaced full-staff meetings with 
15-minute individual meetings in which she talks 
with each person privately.
In a group, not everything gets brought out, says 
the manager of the practice, which has just seven 
staffers. There is no opportunity to listen to each 
person. What is more, people are reluctant to 
mention problems in front of a group. And the 
manager doesn’t have an opportunity to address 
performance.
So she decided to end her weekly group meetings 
and use the time instead for individual discussions.

To introduce the concept to staff, she told them the 
meetings were for bringing up problems, ironing 
out trouble spots and making recommendations 
for anything that will make the office run more 
smoothly.
She also told them the dialogue would be two-way, 
that she would tell them about their performance 
shortcomings and they were free to tell her about 
management shortcomings.
The meetings are held every week on the same 
day but there are not appointed times. Instead, the 
manager starts off in mid-morning with “who wants 
to go first?”
She tells staff to write down the things they 
want to talk about as they happen. Otherwise, 
Tuesday’s event is forgotten by Thursday but 
then remembered again Friday and then starts to 
smolder.
Sometimes staff members come in with several 
items written down. Other times they don’t have 
anything to say. At that point the manger may go 
over a performance issue. Or she may simply tell 
the staffer that all is well and “keep up the good 
work.”
Unless there’s a serious issue under discussion, the 
meetings never run longer than 15 minutes. More 
than that and minor things start to come out that do 
not warrant a manager’s attention. Management-
wise, the weekly meetings give everyone a sort of 
ongoing review, because staff can always get a brief 
update on their performance.
Morale-wise, the meetings clear up the conflicts 
that get bottled up and create negative attitudes.
A frequent remark for example, may be “I have 
more work than So and So,” which gives the 
manager an opportunity to explain the other staffer’s 
job and to point out that even though there’s not a 
lot of work on the desk, that person is busy. The 
outcome is that staff appreciate one another’s work 
and are more willing to help each other.



One pediatric practice that saw patients for six months hardly 
got paid a penny. The physicians were busy so nobody stopped 
to see what payments were coming in. Meanwhile, patients 
were not getting payer approval. Daily reports would have 
prevented that situation from occurring.
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EntREpREnEuRIaL mEdIcInE
Quick tips to deliver useful, 
easy-to-use financial reporting
To succeed, the office needs financial reports. And 
it is the manager’s responsibility to see that the 
doctors pay attention to those reports, that they 
understand them and that they take action to keep 
the numbers on the right track.
Thus, it is not just the reports but how they are 
drawn up and how they are presented that makes 
the difference.

Every day is best
Start with basic reports and present them often – 
preferably daily or at the least weekly. Delay and 
the numbers become historical rather than current. 
The office needs current numbers so it can cure 
losses before they become serious and anticipate 
problems before they occur.
Make the reports as short as a single page so the 
doctors can glance at them quickly.
Show the amount billed and revenues for the day. 
Show the new and established patients seen that 
day and identify them by payer class – Medicare, 
Medicaid, worker compensation or other.

Show the number of cancellations and 
no-shows
When the numbers look askew, the office sees the 
problem immediately and can stop and ask “what 
does that mean?” A high number of no-shows, 
for example, might mean staff need to confirm 
appointments or the office might have to charge for 
missed appointments.

More at the end of the month
At the end of the month, give the doctors a more 
complete report.
Show the overhead and operating costs, the revenue, 
and the gross charges and receipts to date and 
compared to last year. 

Show too each doctor’s aging accounts receivable, 
and show it by payer class. What more important 
asset does an office have than its accounts 
receivable? The office needs to know immediately 
if they are being held up. If Medicare is in the 
over-120-days column, for example, something is 
seriously wrong.
It sounds mercenary, but the doctors need to know 
the number of referrals and who is making them 
along with the dollar value of what each doctor is 
referring. Then it is possible to concentrate on the 
sources of good business as opposed to regular 
business.
The report also needs to show the physicians’ 
salaries and benefits. However, you should list them 
separately. Doctors tend to focus on their net salaries 
and forget to count the benefits they take out of 
the business such as continuing education, travel, 
insurance, vacation, and even their bonuses. Those 
too are part of the salary and the doctors need to see 
them as such.

Your attention, please
The numbers are only part of the picture, however. 
Keep in mind two points: Physicians are busy. And 
they are not accountants. The reports have to be 
something they are willing to look at.

 j Use graphics. Doctors prefer pictures to 
numbers. Also use color. Color makes anything 
easier to understand.

 j To show relationships, use pie charts. When 
doctors see a major slice as personal income, 
they are smiling.

 j To show comparisons, use bar graphs. One 
bar higher than the other is much easier to 
comprehend than the same comparison in 
numbers.

 j Give percentages. Then the doctors can see that 
eight cents of every dollar goes to rent.

 j It is also effective to present numbers in 
descending order, such as the highest expense 
to the lowest.

 j In addition, doctors want to see the bottom line. 
So express the numbers in personal terms, such 
as “if you can reduce this expense by X%, that 
will bring in $Y a year, and all that will go to 
you.”

 j Throughout the report, write brief summaries of 
why the numbers are what they are. Explain, for 



One client office saw that its medical supply expenses were far 
greater than the national average. It found that the staffer in 
charge of supplies was buying them through a retail pharmacy 
rather than searching out better wholesale prices. Had the office 
not seen a benchmark, that loss would have gone undetected.

Delegation
It also helps the manager to have different physicians responsible 
for different financial aspects of the practice. With one physician 
in charge of the pension plan and another in charge of office 
operations and still another responsible for the salaries, the 
manager always has one person to turn to and does not have to 
get approval from all the doctors.  
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example, that the overhead is high because the 
rent is excessive. The doctors could be working 
in the Taj Mahal of professional rental property 
and not realizing it.

Your neighbor is doing better
Another way to get doctors’ attention is through 
benchmarking. Because doctors can’t discuss their 
fees, to a great extent they work in a vacuum. The 
only way they can know if they are doing well is to 
see how their own practices compare to the rest of 
the industry. 
Research and subscribe to statistical studies on 
salaries, incomes, patient ratios, expenses, gross 
charts, accounts receivable and so on. Those studies 
do more than show where the office stands; they 
show where it needs to make improvements.
By themselves, numbers get lost. Comparing them 
to a benchmark makes them jump out, so the office 
can identify its problems.

Three points about presentation
1. Don’t just email or hand out the reports. The 

doctors won’t look at them. Instead, meet with 
the doctors and go over each item. 

2. Have detailed figures to back up what is on the 
report. Once the doctors start talking about any 
individual aspect of the money they will want to 
see why it is that way. They want to know what 
the office expenses cover and whether they can 
get the printer ink cheaper elsewhere.

3. Capitalize on the victories. When problems 
occur, doctors tend to blame the manager. They 
think the manager is in control of everything. 
So toot the horn. Tell the doctors “I want to 
bring your attention to the fact that our phone 
costs when down because we changed to XYZ 
company” or “our costs here have gone down 
because we have joined a purchase group.” 
There may be many negative numbers as well, 
but harp on the positive points and bring them 
to the doctors’ attention.


